SP-2

TYPICAL NARROW INTERLOCKING CHANNEL

1 7/8" (48mm)

MIN.

SHIM AS REQ'D.

SHEATHING OVER
16GA. (1.5mm) (MIN.)
STEEL STUD FRAMING
(BY OTHERS)
SPACED 16" (400mm) O.C. MAX.

FACTORY ATTACHED
INTERLOCKING
CHANNEL

FIELD ATTACH MATING
INTERLOCKING CHANNEL THRU
SHEATHING AND INTO
EACH STUD W/ #10 (5mm) TEK
SCREWS AS REQ'D.
USE BUILDEX "MAXISEAL"
W/ NEOPRENE WASHER
OR APPROVED EQUAL

AT CONC./CMU WALLS -
USE COATED TAP-CONS
W/ NEOPRENE WASHER

VAPOR BARRIER
SHEET (INSTALLED
BY OTHERS)

SHIM (BY OTHERS)

WINDLOAD AND
BEARING
APPLICATION

WINDLOAD
APPLICATION
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